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Discover a Fabled Lost World of Knowledge and Power.Legends are the relics of a
shipwreck; far more of the secrets of the past have been lost than preserved.
Accounts of what truly exists in our world began long after the realities had faded from
human memory&#x2014;legends arose to preserve those realities.Explore the secrets
underlying one of the greatest of all ancient legends, that of a hidden society of highly
enlightened masters living deep in the majestic Himalayan Mountains, revealing
knowledge that for long millenniums has remained hidden under the most intense
silence.On an extended trek in that vast wilderness, explorer M.G. Hawking
encounters a tiny village nestled below massive ice peaks, a village called Siddhalaya
. There he has the privilege of meeting extraordinary men and
women&#x2014;introduced to him as &#x201c;masters&#x201d; and
&#x201c;adepts&#x201d;&#x2014;possessed of knowledge and powers virtually
unknown to the Western world.Richly enlightening and inspirational, this book is a
must read for anyone on a spiritual path or seeking greater personal knowledge and
power.In this second volume of the series, we journey through the vast mountains of
the Himalayan Range into highlands of Tibet. Hawking and his companions visit a
B&#x2019;on monastery where they are joined by a remarkable young lady trained in
the ancient arts of B&#x2019;on magic. With her assistance they locate an ancient
oracle temple that reveals astonishing revelations about its origin and builders. Two
manuscripts are sought, one originating in Nepal one-thousand-two-hundred years
ago, the other originating in Egypt in the time of Amenhotep IV (Akhenaten), some
three-thousand years ago. Throughout their journey, challenges and complications
arise; most are overcome, yet one is not recognized until too late, an entanglement
with potentially catastrophic consequences.The masters and shamans met in this
book have preserved the ancient adeptic wisdom traditions in their purest form. The
in-depth conversations presented recount the direct words of these adepts, revealing
the knowledge and techniques necessary to utilize the power of their wisdom to
transform our own lives.The Living Part of a Legend, Volume Two, Kindle page count
410 (estimated, actual page count varies depending on the reading device used.) For
more information, please see the book&#x2019;s 'Look Inside&#x2019; feature on
this page. Thank you.
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